CENTRAL GLASS & CERAMIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE
196 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD, CALCUTTA 700 032

Notification No. 1/GC-(R&C)/BRNS/99 Date: 3.02.99

Applications are invited from bonafide Indian citizens for the post of Research Associate for working in the project entitled “Development of antireflective layers on radiation shielding window glasses” tenable at CGCRI, Calcutta. The tenure of the Associateship is 2 years which will be terminated at the end of the 2nd year.

Research Associate : 1 Post

Stipend : Rs 8000/- p.m. + H.R.A.

Qualifications : Ph.D. in Chemistry (inorganic or physical) or Materials Science (Glass, Ceramics, Sol-Gel)

OR

M.E./M Tech. in Chemical Engineering with 2 years experience

Age : Upper age limit is 35 years as on 1 February 1999.

Brief job description: Systemic study on glass surface corrosion by chemical means.

Applications on plain paper giving complete bio-data (i.e. name, date of birth, father’s name, present & permanent address, educational qualifications, experience, etc., duly supported by copies of certificates etc.) should reach the Director, Central Glass & Ceramic Research Institute, P.O. Jadavpur University, Calcutta 700 032 by 31 March 1999.